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About This Content

30-days access to all DLC content & more!

The Starter Account has been introduced as a more affordable option to discover the game during 30 days and gain
your first ranks!

This level of access will allow you to focus on roleplay and play in any of the 10 personas available in game and rank each of
these up to Lt. Colonel (or the branch/country equivelant), i.e. rank 13.

It will give you the base level of access to the WWII Online world, unlocking for one month ALL the content offered in the
DLC packs and without requiring to purchase these.

You share the same early-war supplies as premium players. When campaigns reach higher tiers (1941, 1942, 1943, 1944 and
1945) you will need more teamwork and better tactics to face more modern weapons. The complete experience of World War II

Online will require you to upgrade to a Premium Account.

What you can play with (rank restrictions may apply):

All content of Free to play:

Rifleman
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Capture strategic points

All content from the recruit DLC pack:

Sub Machine Gunners (SMG): better equipped for close combats with 4 magazines of ammo, a grenade, and a
knife.

M1928 Thompson SMG

M1A1 Thompson SMG

Sten Mk II SMG

M3A1 Grease Gun SMG

Mas38 SMG

Beretta SMG

MP40 SMG

Trucks:

Opel Blitz (German Truck)

Laffly S-20 (French Truck)

Bedford Truck (US & British Truck)

Fairmile B Patrol Ship (Royal Navy, French Navy, Kriegsmarine)

All content from the Light armor DLC pack: infantry-support armored vehicles. These can be multi-crewed by
two players (one driver, one gunner).

German Panzer II C

British Vickers VIb

French R-35

All content from the Medium armor DLC pack: Faster, better armored and with bigger guns to take out most
armored cars, light tanks and medium tanks. These can be multi-crewed by two players (one driver, one gunner).

German Panzer III F

British A-13 Cruiser

French Hotchkiss 39

All content from the Light AT guns DLC pack:

German PaK 36 (37mm) Anti-Tank Gun
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British 2 Pounder (40mm) Anti-Tank Gun

French SA mle 34 (25mm) Anti-Tank Gun

US SA mle 34 (25mm) Anti-Tank Gun)

All content from the Light AA guns DLC pack:

British Hotchkiss 25mm AA Gun

United States CA mle 38 25mm AA Gun

French CA mle 38 25mm AA Gun

German FlaK30 (20mm) AA Gun

All content from the Combat Fighter DLC pack:

German Messerschmitt BF 109-E1

German Messerschmitt BF 110-C

British Hurricane Mk I

British Spitfire Mk Ia

French Hawk 75

French Dewotine 520

All content from the Paratrooper DLC pack:

Transport Aircraft

Airborne Rifleman

Airborne Sub Machine Gunner

Airborne Light Machine Gunner

Airborne Mortarman

Airborne Anti-Tank Rifleman

Most content from the Leadership DLC pack: (no access to HC, Ammo bearer or NCO)

Use infantry binoculars, useful to see longer distances.

Build infantry player fortifications, like foxholes, sand bags and ammunition cache's.

Become a squad leader and create a squad with your friends.

Be able to create missions and act as a mission leader.

Additional equipment from the Premium subscription, not available through DLC Packs:
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Mortarmen

Grenadiers

Heavy Haulers (able to tow heavy ATG and AA)

Two premium "surprise" units (rotating at every campaign start)
Remind that supplies are limited per spawn point (ressuply takes multiple hours). Weapons may therefore not always be
available during a battle.
Similarly to free accounts, starter accounts receive free access to all units during campaign intermissions. Follow the
game and its announcements!

ATTENTION: This sale is renewed monthly by default (subscription model), you can cancel it anytime (see STEAM
conditions) and you can buy one-time DLCs for any of these packs instead (lifetime access).
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Title: World War II Online - STARTER
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Cornered Rat Software
Publisher:
Cornered Rat Software
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2001

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / Windows 8

Processor: Pentium 4 3.2 GHz or Athlon 64 3500+ (2.2 GHz) or better with SSE 2.0 support

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 series or ATI Radeon HD 2600 Pro

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: on-board or better

English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese
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This is very exciting i that new extension, very good animation of millenium fallcone. great, but could be better... why dont you
just put all the activities all in one place...
and no time limit... that would be more awesome.. so... after playing some time i regret having paid any money for this. ask a
friend to try this out before buying.

pro:

#that game is quite good looking at the beginning
#sweet characters
#idea\/concept
#shiny colours

contra:

#no AI for other pet or however you call this little creatures (so you have to walk the same way twice, literally. except at
"challenges" where really both are needed)
#didn\u00b4t see much story or background
#only destination: collect light orbs to save a dying forest - no why, where, what. no sign if it matters at all if you leave orbs
behind
#physics and animations are really poor
#that short video sequences are kind of cute but the animations are way too slow... okay... little cat (bitey) coming out of some
corner...5 seconds later... still standing... turning head ... 5 seconds again... (urf :\/ )
#climbing animation of bitey totally unnatural
#restart at checkpoints after some unexplainable "deaths" (no obvious reason)

after all i will give this a second try where i\u00b4ll play a longer period of time but for this i likely need some beer and
boredom - good concept, but i\u00b4d describe that as alpha or beta - much potencial not used - a pity

i quit playing after it was getting worse with every minute

. I don't usually refund games but, even as a joke it isn't worth having it. I felt robbed.. This is a good game.. 1. Browse local
files.
2. Make zip folder.
3. Upload to file-share.
4. Free game.
5. Profit???

edit: but honestly, its abandoned game \/ abandonware, its a very good game yeah, hell yeah. But its not longer updated as the
dev has fled for some reason :(

This game has A TON of potential... What ever happened to "Auto-Battle?" I really liked the game when it had that. Now I feel
like I'm doing more micro-managing than shooting.. Bought this yesterday evening and it ate the rest of my day. I'm hardly a
roguelike expert (I couldn't honestly tell you what a roguelike even is. Apparently this is one) but I thought this was great fun.

Cool stuff:

- Characters all lead to very different play styles. There's a LOT of gameplay here.
- Story takes a back seat, but who cares when there's so many different items and monsters and spells to play with?
- Polymorph
- Really well-balanced. Consistently feels like a challenge, but never feels impossible.
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Probably also the only game that's had me running away from a demonic chicken, and that's got to be worth some points.. Pros:

+You can date female characters and even have poly relationships if you're into these things.
+The dialogue wasn't tiresome. I have played some visual novels that have heavy dialogue that bores you after a while.

Cons:

-The characterization is actually rather poor mainly because you actually barely get to spend any time with the characters. I wish
there were maybe fewer characters so that you could spend more time with each one of them
-The crafting is generally alright, however the final quests are a bit too hard, even on easy mode. It is way too difficult to raise
the stats to the required level. I think they should have made it a bit easier.
-There is actually very little romance. I felt that this was more of a game about friends than about romance.

Overall, I was disappointed and I expected more. It's not a terrible game, but I felt like they wasted its potential. The idea of the
crafting mini game was interesting but the execution was rather mediocre.
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Fun to play solo, even better with multiple people and a beer. Sniper is hard but apparently I just suck.. the game itself is fun,
but it is unplayable with its current xbox controller setup, which cant be changed. it is a shame. An RPG that demands that you
think before acting and adapt to the situation, rather than spamming the same strategy over and over.. Could have been a decent
old-school platformer if the developer in his infinite wisdom didnt decide to reinvent the wheel and make it square. The added
hunger meter is like a fly in an otherwise good soup, it ruins everything.
Doing everything under a constant time limit is probably the design choice i dislike the most in any videogame.. As a beginner
as far as modelling goes, it had a bit of a learning curve...but as I get a hang of it, it is a pretty good software. Add on that it is
double the price that it can be found on Steam for on the software's site, I find this to be a pretty great deal. Can be used to
create OBJ files which can be used in 3D printing, depending on the printer of course.
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